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Social media content moderation—making and enforcing rules about the content that
can (and cannot) be posted to a social media platform—is anything but neutral. While this
form of governance has long lied in the shadows (S. T. Roberts 2019, 222), public concerns
about content moderation have recently exploded. Contrary to early excitement about its
participatory potentials, social media is no longer viewed as an empty shelf to fill as we
like. Social media companies make value-laden, largely opaque decisions about what we
are allowed to put on that shelf. As Roberts (2018, n.p.) notes, content moderation’s logic
of opacity is a form of “depoliticization:” it allows platforms to disavow evidence that
women—mainly women of colour—face social media’s harshest rules. For example,
Twitter knowingly permits a disproportionate level of abuse to Black women (E.
Dreyfuss 2018), Instagram previously restricted hashtags related to women of colour,
like #MixedGirls and #MexicanGirls (N. Drewe 2016), and Tumblr no longer allows images
of “female-presenting nipples” (S. Paasonen, K. Jarrett and B. Light 2019).
These examples highlight moments when social media content is removed or hidden
from view, but actions like removal are the ends points of human-algorithmic systems.
This short essay explains why we get to those end points, outlining six stages of the
content moderation process that are most fallible to human intervention (and therefore
bias, subjectivity, intolerance). Somewhat optimistically, it also explains how these ideol
ogy-laden spaces might also be opportunities for feminist intervention. In short, they are
the spaces we need to target if we want to enact change in the system.
1. Content moderation policies: As Gillespie explains, content moderation policies for
some of the world’s most popular social media platforms are written by workers who are
“overwhelmingly white, overwhelmingly male, overwhelmingly educated, overwhel
mingly liberal or libertarian, and overwhelmingly technical in skill and worldview” (T.
Gillespie 2018, 12). This means decisions about what counts as “problematic” content are
not wholly attuned to the needs of social media’s diverse userbase. Rule-setting reflects
the worldview of rule-makers, but feminist scholarship is uniquely positioned to lay bare
the biases of content moderation policies.
2. Public-facing community guidelines: Most social media platforms have a set of com
munity guidelines: public-facing documents that lay out, in “deliberately plainspoken
language” (Gillespie 2018, 46), what content platforms do and do not allow. While plat
forms have long emphasised their neutrality (Gillespie 2010), community guidelines undo
this careful discursive work by revealing biases, politics and normativities. This means they
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can actually help us to scrutinise a company’s corporate ethos. In short, community
guidelines tell us everything we need to know about a social media company’s values.
3. “Flagging” (or, social media’s language of complaint): Social media companies rely on
users to “flag” posts to send them for human review (K. Crawford and T. Gillespie 2016).
Users are given limited options to explain why they think a post should be removed from
a platform, but one person’s reason for complaint might differ from another’s. S. Ahmed
(2019, n.p.) explains that complaint means committing “yourself, your time, your energy”
to something. But the problem with flagging is that users are entirely removed from the
process that occurs after the tick-box complaint is complete. In fact, they might not even
learn the outcome (Crawford and Gillespie 2016). Plenty of content is also wrongly taken
down, restarting the cycle of complaint. This is a problem. We need to demand more
transparent channels for complaints, and to challenge and help to prevent wronglyimposed takedowns.
4. Human content moderation: Until fairly recently, “Commercial Content Moderator”
(CCM) was not a job title many people were familiar with, but we now know that humans
do most of the dirty work of keeping platforms clean. CCMs use tightly-guarded rulebooks to
make decisions (N. Hopkins 2017), making them an urgent subject of concern for feminists.
We know these rules are a problem. For example, a ProPublica investigation found that
Facebook used to train its censors to “delete hate speech against ‘protected categories,’
including white males, but to allow attacks on ‘subsets’ such as female drivers and Black
children” (J. Angwin and H. Grassegger 2017, n.p.). The problem is that we do not have
access to up-to-date moderator handbooks across different companies, and it is incredibly
difficult to get hold of them. How do the rulebooks differ between social media companies?
Who decides what goes into them? How can we influence those decisions? Why are the
rulebooks so opaque in the first place? These questions need feminists’ urgent attention.
5. Automated content moderation: Some low-level content moderation can be done
automatically and without direct human intervention (Y. Gerrard 2018). But a reliance on
automated moderation will likely never—and nor should it be—fully realised. Automation
it a “blunt tool” (Mozilla Insights 2020, n.p.): it makes mistakes, misses context and nuance,
and in many cases might be used unethically. Researchers like V. Eubanks 2018 and
S. U. Noble 2018 have explored the dangers of other automated systems, like search
engines and police profiling tools. Such systems are often criticised for relying on harmful
stereotyping along the lines of race, gender, sexual orientation and other identity mar
kers. How can we continue to leverage feminist scholarship and activism to create change
in automated content moderation systems? And how can we avoid an increasing reliance
on “flawed” (Mozilla Insights 2020, n.p.) content filtering technologies?
6. In-platform content restrictions: Social media companies often rely on quick fixes
instead of overhauling a whole content moderation policy. For example, restricting search
results for certain hashtags (S. Chancellor, J. A. Pater and T. Clear 2016) or shadowbanning
users (S. Myers-West 2018). Some of these fixes can be helpful, but because they are often
opaque and inconsistently applied (N. Suzor 2016)—especially shadowbanning (see
C. Joseph 2019)—they allow social media companies to deepen inequalities in a way
that evades public critique. What sort of transparency should we be demanding here, and
how do we get it?
This short essay has outlined the processes of social media content moderation that are
perhaps most vulnerable to human intervention. It reminds readers that content
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moderation is anything but a neutral process, and argues towards greater transparency
and oversight of decisions that affect a good chunk of world’s population. This essay has
offered a blueprint for enacting real change in content moderation systems, highlighting
six places where humans are at their most influential, both from within and outside of
tech organisations. I am not saying this is an easy task, and nor am I demanding perfection
in moderation. But this is a starting point to push for fairer, more inclusive and signifi
cantly more transparent content moderation systems.
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